
Projects

Don't fall in!

Design and create a top-down view obstacle or

platform parkour game.

Step 1 Introduction

Design and build a top-down view, obstacle or platform, parkour game. Your character will need to jump, hop, glide,

bounce, or �y to catch a ride on moving platforms and make it to the end.

Top-down/bird’s-eye view games look down on the game from above. Sometimes the whole game has this

view. Other games use top-down views when you enter a design mode. Can you think of any games you play

that use top-down view?

You will:

Make a game with a goal using an algorithm that checks for important game conditions

Personalise a game to your interests

Adjust the di�culty of a game, so that it’s fun to play

Get inspiration

You are going to make some design decisions to make a top-down platform game of your own. You’ll choose the

theme, colours, character, number of platforms and the di�culty level. See inside example projects in Scratch 2:

Don’t fall in - Examples (https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/29599110/) Scratch studio.

https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/29599110/




Step 2 Choose your theme

In this step, you will add a character and backdrop, and

create start and end platforms.

Open a new Scratch project (http://rpf.io/scratch-new) and delete the cat sprite. Scratch will open in

another browser tab.

http://rpf.io/scratch-new


Create a solid colour backdrop.

Paint a single colour backdrop

Click the Choose a Backdrop menu and select Paint.

You will be taken to the Scratch Paint editor with the new backdrop highlighted. If you have other

backdrops in your project, you will also see them in the list:

Make sure you can see the full backdrop canvas, you might need to use the Zoom out tool:

To set the main colour of the backdrop, click on the Rectangle tool then use the Fill colour chooser to

select a colour:



Drag the shape over the full backdrop canvas:

Choose: Will your character move from left to right, or bottom to top?



Paint a new Start platform sprite.

Start with a simple single coloured shape. You can add more detail later.

Centre your costume in the Paint editor.

Centre your costumes

Sprites rotate around their centre. You can see if your sprite is centred by looking at the small grey

crosshair shown in the Paint editor:

If the crosshair is not at the centre of your costume, you can use the Select tool to highlight the full

costume. A cross will then show in the centre of your highlighted costume:

You can drag the highlighted costume so that the cross in the costume aligns with the crosshair:

Occasionally, you might want to choose a point to rotate around that is not the centre of the costume.

In that case, you can align your chosen costume rotation point with the crosshair in the Paint editor:

Position your Start platform sprite where you want your character to start the game.



Create a simple End platform sprite. You can add more detail later.

Centre your costume in the Paint editor.

Position your End sprite on the Stage where you want your character to �nish the game.



Create a character sprite.

Choose: Do you want to add or paint a character sprite?

You might want to add a top-down character sprite such as Tatiana, Taylor, or Trisha.

Or, paint your own character sprite. Start with simple shapes and add details later. Centre your costume

in the Paint editor.

Drawing sprites

Click Paint on the Choose a Sprite menu to Paint new sprite.

Use the drawing tool in the Costumes tab to paint your new sprite.

When you are �nished, don’t forget to give your new sprite a sensible name.



Your character sprite needs a start script to get everything set up for the beginning of the game.

Get your character ready to start

Make a variable called landed, and set it to the size your sprite should be when it has landed and

is not jumping.

Get your character to go to the Start when flag clicked. Add a go to front layer block, so

your character is on top of the platforms.

Character:

Tip: Uncheck the landed variable in the Variables Blocks menu so that it doesn’t show on the

Stage. The user doesn’t need to see this variable.

Tip: It’s a good idea to broadcast a start message at the end of your setup script to let other scripts

know when to start, otherwise they might start before everything is ready.

when clicked setup

go to Start

set landed to 40 size when not jumping

set size to landed % not jumping

go to front layer

show

broadcast start start other scripts



Save your project

Debug:

My sprite is pointing in the wrong direction

The Direction property in the Sprite pane can be used to control the direction the sprite is pointing in.

Turn the wheel to make a sprite point in the direction you need.

Give your project a title that describes your game.



Step 3 Jump, hop, bounce, or glide!

In this step, you will code your character to jump from start

to end platforms.

You’re going to make your character jump across the Stage. Don’t worry about falling in yet.



Choose: Add a jumping sound that suits your character.

Adding a sound from the library

Select the sprite you want to add the sound to.

Click the Sounds tab, and click Choose a Sound:

Sounds are organised by category, and you can hover over the icon to hear a sound. Choose a

suitable sound.

You should then see that your sprite has your chosen sound.

Now make your character jump across the Stage by pressing the space bar on a keyboard or tapping the

Stage on a tablet.

Top-down jumping

Top-down jumping: See inside (https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/525300970/editor)

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/525300970/editor


Tip: It’s really common for games to have a forever block with if statements inside it to do something when

important conditions become true.

This code works on a computer with a keyboard and a mobile device with a touchscreen.

Character sprite:

when I receive start broadcast start after setup

forever

if key space pressed? or mouse down? then

start sound Jump

repeat 7

move 5 steps

change size by 3 get bigger while jumping up

repeat 7

move 5 steps

change size by -3 get smaller while falling down

keyboard and mobile friendly

Test: Tap the space bar or Stage to make your character jump across the Stage to the End platform.

Adjust your code until the character jumps across the Stage in three or four jumps.



Debug:

My sprite doesn't go to the Start platform when I click the green �ag

Check that you have a setup script on your character sprite:

Check that that name in the go to block matches the name of your Start sprite.

Check that you have a go to front layer block. Your sprite might be underneath the Start

plaform!

Make sure you haven’t hidden your character sprite. Add a show block to your setup script if you

need to.

My sprite doesn't go to the centre of the Start platform

You need to make sure all your sprite costumes are centered in the Paint editor.

The go to other sprite block moves a sprite so that its centre is in the same position as the

centre of the other sprite. If their centres are in the wrong place, then your character won’t go to the

centre of the platforms.

My sprite points or jumps in the wrong direction!

Add a point in direction block to the character’s setup script or change the direction in the

sprite pane. You might also need to change the rotation style. You might also need to rotate the

costume of your sprite so that it faces to the right.

My sprite doesn't jump the right distance

when clicked setup

go to Start

set landed to 0

set size to landed %

go to front layer

show

broadcast start start other scripts



Save your project

-

Look at your character’s when I receieve (jump) script. Try changing the number of steps in

the move blocks, or the number of repeats in the repeat blocks.

Remember, you will need to change the numbers for the up and down parts of the jump.

My sprite doesn't grow and shrink correctly when it jumps

Make sure you have a broadcast (start) block at the end of your character’s when flag 

clicked script.

Look at your character’s when I receieve (start) script.

Make sure that the change size block in the second repeat block has a negative number to make

the sprite smaller such as -3.

If you have a bug that we haven’t covered here, then let us know in the feedback. If you �xed the bug

yourself (well done!), let us know that too.

Tip: If you’re stuck, try reading your code out loud or in your head to make sure it says what you think it

does. You might �nd the bug.

move 5 steps



Step 4 Winner

In this step, you will detect the player reaching the End

platform to win the game.

You’re going to add a forever loop that checks if your character is at platform level, and if so, if it has reached

the End platform.

Choose: Add a winning sound to your character.



Add code to detect when your character reaches the End platform using touching color.

End the game when touching colour

Character:

It’s a good idea to broadcast a ‘stop’ message to let other sprites know the game has ended. The 

stop other scripts in sprite block stops the loop that makes the character jump.

You will need to set the colour that is sensed to the colour of your End platform.

Set colour input with eyedropper

Some blocks in Scratch allow you to choose a colour.

when I receive start

forever

if size = landed then

if touching color ? then

broadcast stop stop other sprites

stop other scripts in sprite stop jumping after win

go to End

play sound Win until done

stop all

at end

not in the air



You can choose a colour to match a colour that appears on the Stage.

Click on the colour input to open the colour picker and then click on the eyedropper at the bottom.

Move the mouse pointer over to the Stage and move around until you have selected the colour you

want and then click (or tap) to select the colour.

The colour in the block input will change to match the colour you chose. Click in the Code area to

close the colour picker.

Tip: It’s a good idea to broadcast a stop message when you detect that your game is �nished so that

other sprites can stop, but this sprite can do something such as playing a sound before it stops.

touching color ?

color is touching ?

set pen color to



Test: Click the green �ag and then jump your character across the Stage. Make sure you hear the

winning sound when you reach the End platform.

Tip: It’s really important that you test your project before moving to the next step and adding more code.

It’s harder to �nd and �x bugs when you have added more code.



Debug:

My sprite doesn't go to the centre of the End platform

You need to make sure all your sprite costumes are centered in the Paint editor.

The go to (other sprite) block moves a sprite so that it’s centre is in the same position as the

centre of the other sprite. If their centres are in the wrong place, then your character won’t go to the

centre of the platforms.

The game ends too soon

Check that your sprite isn’t touching the End colour when it’s not on the End platform — if you use the

same colour elsewhere in your project, then your character could die too soon.

The sound doesn't play when I land on the End platform

Click on your character sprite and then the ‘Sounds’ tab. Make sure you have added the End sound to

your sprite. Click on the Play button to make sure sound is working on your computer.

Click on the Code tab and check that the correct sound is in the play sound block that runs when

the sprite reaches the End platform.

Make sure the colour is correct in the touching colour block. Select it again if you’re not sure.

Sometimes colours look similar but aren’t the same.



Save your project

If you have a bug that we haven’t covered here, then let us know in the feedback. If you �xed the bug

yourself (well done!), let us know that too.

Tip: If you’re stuck, try reading your code out loud or in your head to make sure it says what you think it

does. You might �nd the bug.

when I receive start

forever

if size = landed then

if touching color ? then

broadcast stop stop other sprites

go to End

play sound Win until done

stop all

at end

not in the air



Step 5 Ride on platforms

Well that’s too easy!

In this step, you will add platforms to land on. Jumping on

them will avoid falling in.

Create a Platform 1 sprite to land on.

Paint a costume for your Platform 1 sprite.

Tip: If you want your sprite to bounce without the costume appearing to change direction, you will need

a costume that is symmetrical, or set the rotation style to Don’t rotate.

Add code to your Platform 1 sprite to get it moving.

You may need your Platform 1 sprite to point in direction 0 to move up and down the screen.

Make your platform move

when I receive start

point in direction 0 add this block for left to right games

forever

move 4 steps try different numbers

if on edge, bounce



Test: Click the green �ag and make sure your platform moves correctly.

Duplicate your Platform 1 sprite and name it Platform 2 .

Choose: If you want to have 3 platforms, duplicate the Platform 1 sprite again and name it Platform 3.

Duplicate a sprite

Right-click (or on a tablet, tap and hold) on your �rst sprite in the Sprite list below the Stage:

Select duplicate. This will create a copy of your �rst sprite, with the su�x “2”:

Rename your sprite:

Your sprite’s name will change in the Sprite list:

Your second sprite has exactly the same code as your �rst sprite. Do not run the program until you

have started to change the second sprite’s code — you might not see the second sprite because it

might be positioned underneath the �rst sprite.

Experiment with the number of steps and the sprite size to make each platforms easier or harder to jump

on.



Detect if your character sprite has landed on a platform sprite and is safe, else your character sprite has

fallen in!



Add code to your character sprite to sense if touching a colour on the platform sprites.

Choose: If your platform has multiple colours, choose which colour your character needs to land on. You

might want them to fall in if they are only on the edge!

If touching platform

when I receive start

forever

if size = landed then

if touching color ? then

broadcast stop stop other sprites

stop other scripts in sprite

go to End

play sound Win until done

stop all

at end

if touching color ? then

if touching Platform 1 ? then

go to Platform 1

if touching Platform 2 ? then

go to Platform 2

if touching Platform 3 ? then

go to Platform 3

choose a colour on your platform

not in the air



g

else

Test: Click the green �ag and make sure your sprite can ride on the platforms.



Add code to your character sprite to sense if touching the backdrop colour, then end the game.

Else touching backdrop

when I receive start

forever

if size = landed then

if touching color ? then

broadcast stop stop other sprites

stop other scripts in sprite

go to End

play sound Win until done

stop all

at end

if touching color ? then

if touching Platform 1 ? then

go to Platform 1

if touching Platform 2 ? then

go to Platform 2

if touching Platform 3 ? then

go to Platform 3

choose a colour on your platform

not in the air



else

if touching color ? then

broadcast stop

stop other scripts in sprite prevent jumping after losing

hide

play sound lose until done add a sound of your choice

stop all

choose your backdrop colour

Test: Play your game and try missing a platform. Make sure you hear the lose sound.

Add code to your platform sprites to stop them moving when the character sprite reaches the End

platform — or falls in!

when I receive stop

stop other scripts in sprite

Test: Play again and make sure the platforms stop when the game ends. The game ends when you

reach the End platform, or when you fall in.



There are lots of platform games including 2D and 3D ones. Platforms are common in obstacle (obby) games

and parkour games. Some games have platforms that move, show and hide, or gradually disappear when you

jump on them. Can you think of games that you have played that have platforms that you have to jump on?

What about games with moving platforms?

Save your project

-

Debug:

The game ends too soon

Make sure you have the if blocks in the correct order inside your forever block. Check carefully

against the example code.

If you check that the character is touching the backdrop before it has had chance to land on a

platform, then your game could end unfairly!

Make sure your if blocks to check game conditions are inside an if block that checks the size of the

character is normal. It’s �ne for your sprite to be touching the backdrop colour when jumping. It’s

only a problem if they land in the custard, lava, radio-active goo, or whatever hazard you have chosen.

The platforms don't stop when I win or lose

Look at your platform sprites’ when I receive script and check the message is stop.

Check that the broadcast block inside the win and lose if blocks is stop.

when I receive stop

stop other scripts in sprite

broadcast stop



Step 6 Adjust the di�culty

Is your game too hard or too easy? In this step, adjust the

di�culty to get the gameplay just right.

Save your project

Here are some things you can try to experiment with the di�culty:

Change the size of the platforms or character

Change the speed that the platforms move at

Change how long it takes the character to jump to make the timing harder

Play: Playing your game is part of testing that your game works properly. It’s also useful and fun!



Upgrade your project

If you have time, you can upgrade your project.

Here are some ideas you could try:

Add another level. When the player wins, broadcast a level2 message and change the speed that the

sprites move at, using a speed variable.

Make platforms appear and disappear in a forever block using show, hide, and wait.

Add more platforms, or make more platforms appear when you get to the next level. You will need to consider

what else needs to change, to make your game work on the second level, and reset correctly to the �rst level 

when flag clicked.

Design your own top-down character in the Paint editor.

Take a look at our Don’t fall in - Examples Scratch studio (https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/29599110) each

project has a See Inside link for you to open the project in Scratch, and look at the code to get ideas and see how

they work.

For more inspiration, take a look at the Don’t fall in - Community Scratch studio (https://scratch.mit.edu/studi

os/29601182) to see projects created by community members.

Save your project

https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/29599110
https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/29601182


Share

If you are in a club, why not share your project with friends?

You could also show your family how your project works.

If you have a Scratch account, you can share your project through Scratch. You can send a link to people you

know, and the whole Scratch community will be able to �nd your project and try it out.

Share your Scratch project

Please make sure that you do not share any personal information about yourself when sharing your Scratch

projects.

Give your Scratch project a name.

Click the Share button to make the project public.

If you like, you can add instructions in the Instructions box, to tell other people how to use your project.

You can also �ll in the Notes and Credits box: if you have made an original project, you can write some

short comments, or if you have remixed a project, you can credit the original creator.

Click the Copy Link button to get the link to your project. You can send this link to other people by email or

text, or on social media.



Scratch provides the ability to comment on your own and other people’s projects. If you do not want to allow

people to comment on your project, you should turn o� commenting. To turn o� commenting, set the slider

above the Comments box to Commenting o�.

Why not invite your friends to create a project? Let them know how you had fun.

If you have a Scratch account, and have shared your Don’t fall in project, keep an eye out for comments that

others may make about your creation. Feedback is a great way to re�ect on your work. Ignore any comments that

are unhelpful or irrelevant.

Comments and feedback in Scratch

Scratch provides the ability to comment on your own and other people’s projects. If you do not want to allow

people to comment on your project, you should turn o� commenting. To turn o� commenting, go to the Project

Page and set the slider above the Comments box to Commenting o�:

If you are happy and feel safe to allow people to write comments on your project, you can leave the �rst

comment:

If you think a comment or project is mean, insulting, too violent, or otherwise inappropriate, click the Report

button to let the Scratch Team know about it. To report a comment, click the Report button above the

comment. To report a project, click the Report button on the Project Page:

Read the Scratch Community Guidelines (https://scratch.mit.edu/community_guidelines) so that you

know how you and others can maintain a friendly and creative community.

Inspire the Raspberry Pi Foundation community with your project!

To submit your project to our ‘Don’t fall in - Community’ (https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/2960118

2) Scratch studio, please complete this form (https://form.raspberrypi.org/f/community-project-su

bmissions).

https://scratch.mit.edu/community_guidelines
https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/29601182
https://form.raspberrypi.org/f/community-project-submissions


What next?

If you are following the More Scratch (https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/raspberrypi/more-scratch) path,

you can move on to the This sprite needs you (https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects/this-sprite-nee

ds-you) project. In this project, you will make a virtual pet or simulation that you interact with to help.

This sprite needs you

If you want to have more fun exploring Scratch, then you could try out any of these projects (https://projects.ra

spberrypi.org/en/projects?software%5B%5D=scratch&curriculum%5B%5D=%201).

Published by Raspberry Pi Foundation (https://www.raspberrypi.org) under a Creative Commons

license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/).

View project & license on GitHub (https://github.com/RaspberryPiLearning/dont-fall-in)

https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/raspberrypi/more-scratch
https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects/this-sprite-needs-you
https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects?software%5B%5D=scratch&curriculum%5B%5D=%201
https://www.raspberrypi.org/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://github.com/RaspberryPiLearning/dont-fall-in

